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Distant Shores Silent Thunder By
In which Thunder's Backstreet Symphony, an out-of-time debut by the much-loved Brit-rockers, is examined closely for evidence of greatness ...
Thunder: Backstreet Symphony - Album Of The Week Club review
A memory of a sea eagle trapped in a zoo haunts our writer, a trip to Lismore refreshes his love for nature. The first sea eagle I ever saw still haunts me after more than 30 year ...
The great outdoors: It’s only natural that our majestic sea eagles should be free to soar as part of Scotland’s magnificent wildlife heritage
which was led by a group of youths playing traditional Korean drums that symbolized a storm of thunder and lightning. The marchers, all wearing masks and keeping social distance in accordance with ...
Multiple "Stop Asian Hate" rallies held in Los Angeles area
Two well-know musicians with Sudbury roots have written and recorded a song about the pandemic. Paul Dunn (a long-time musician, and former music teacher based in Sudbury, now living in Fergus) and ...
Paul Dunn and David Lickley create pandemic song with a 'spark of hope'
Action rumbled on well into the evening on a lively Day 1 of the Tattersalls Craven Sale April 13, with the session-topping Practical Joke filly (Lot 71) bringing a bid of 360,000 guineas (US$519,535) ...
Practical Joke Filly Tops Tattersalls Craven Day 1
It sounds good, in a distant thunder sort of way (even with the £2537 optional sports exhaust, the volume never gets naughty), plus it adds some real urgency to the acceleration, although it ...
Porsche Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid Sport Turismo 2021 UK review
Based upon his experiences there, he wrote his debut middle-grade novel, “Words in the Dust,” which won the Christopher Medal and was chosen for Al Roker’s Book Club for Kids on the Today show. His ...
Book excerpt: ‘Enduring Freedom’
It has taken four winters so far, but wild beauty, nature and the kindness of strangers en route make this slow journey more than worthwhile ...
Why I’m running 5,000 miles around the coast of Britain solo
“They saw in the night that terrible flash of fire, and heard innumerable clashes of thunder—some say it ... so it spread itself to an incredible distance, and fell light and gradually ...
Ruin, and rebirth - St Vincent's history of disaster
In the latest chapter in a decades-old pollution scandal that spawned one of the worst toxic waste sites in America, ocean scientists said early this week that they had found approximately 27,000 ...
Roundup: Massive toxic waste site off Los Angeles County's shores triggers huge concerns
With Covid-19 still taking up much of the public’s attention, little space and thought were given to the latest migrant tragedy. In the past days, a boat carrying 130 persons capsized in ...
TMID Editorial: Migrants – These lives matter too
Indeed, the sight of Taal erupting and images of a huge, terrifying plume of ash rising up into the heavens, accompanied by flashes of thunder and lightning, were relayed across the globe by ...
History repeats itself with the Taal volcano
In Yellowstone National Park the sounds that define the warm seasons have become distant ... color and a thunder of life to what just moments before had been still and silent.
Photographer: Winter hush prevails in Yellowstone, for now
After a break in the discussion, he gobbled again but from a much farther distance ... The thunder from the storm was long past. The thunder from that far turkey was long silent.
A challenging hunt for turkeys
may still be relatively unknown on European shores with his first crop only just into their juvenile season, but having travelled to the US breeze-up sales Elliott said he expects to be hearing a lot ...
Elliott has last laugh as Practical Joke filly brings 360,000gns at Craven Sale
Modern turkey decoys are infinitely useful, but they're not the best choice for every single hunting setup this turkey season.
Yes, Turkey Hunting Without Decoys Can Help You Kill More Gobblers
“And it’s a huge tent, so we can social distance, we have the tables set ... we have different games going on, we have a silent auction, and great food. You can actually do a bet on the ...
Derby Day event benefits Bethesda Mission
An explosion rocked in from the distance like a sharp crack of thunder. Get the military's ... and stupid conversations froze silent. Joe closed his eyes and didn’t move, a bite of chicken ...
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